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ABSTRACT
Our paper explores the issue of how to provide appropriate
quality of service mechanisms closely integrated with �ex-
ible mobility management in wireless local area networks.
We consider them as access networks of choice for the high
performance Wireless Mobile Internet. We present a hier-
archical QoS architecture that extends Di�erentiated Ser-
vices (Di�Serv) to mobile hosts in a wireless environment.
Our approach is based on controlling several parameters of
a wireless LAN cell: the limited geographical span to ensure
the same high bit rate for all hosts, the constrained rate of
tra�c sources to limit the use of the channel in function of
the required QoS and the limited number of active hosts to
keep the load su�ciently low. The QoS management is cou-
pled with mobility management at the IP level. We use a
micro-mobility scheme implemented in the IPv6 layer with
fast hand-o�s between adjacent cells. Micro-mobility avoids
address translation, tra�c tunneling, and enables fast hand-
o�s. We give some details of experiments to show the quality
of service di�erentiation over the 802.11b network.

Keywords
QoS support in wireless access networks, micro-mobility man-
agement mechanisms, handover and admission control, Di�-
Serv, 802.11 WLAN, IPv6

1. INTRODUCTION
Providing ubiquitous Internet access to mobile hosts be-

comes increasingly important because of new emerging ap-
plications: mobile information access, real-time multimedia
communications, networked games, immersion worlds, co-
operative work, and some others not yet invented. Many of
such applications require better quality of service than the
current Best E�ort, however providing such quality of ser-
vice to mobile hosts is a di�cult problem because of the ra-
dio channel characteristics and complexity of mobility man-
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agement. We focus on wireless local area networks such as
IEEE 802.11 that have many advantages as access networks
to the Wireless Mobile Internet: they provide higher nom-
inal bandwidth (11 Mb/s) than the future UMTS and can
easily be deployed as hot spots for high density areas. The
purpose of this paper is to explore the issue of how we can
provide appropriate quality of service mechanisms closely in-
tegrated with �exible mobility management in wireless local
area networks.
The current approach to providing quality of service in the

global Internet is based on Di�erentiated Services (Di�Serv)
[5]. Its principle is to classify and mark up the tra�c at the
entrance of the backbone network so that it can be pro-
cessed di�erently in backbone routers and obtain di�erent
performance for each assigned class. Performance of Di�-
Serv relies on su�cient provisioning of network resources
in the backbone. This model also assumes that resources
in access networks (the networks between a host and the
backbone) are over-provisioned as usually it is the case for
current local area networks (LAN). However, if a mobile
host is connected to a wireless LAN such as IEEE 802.11 or
Bluetooth, the radio channel becomes a critical part of the
whole architecture and may severely a�ect the end-to-end
performance. Although IEEE 802.11 provides a means for
allocating a part of the radio channel bandwidth to some
hosts (PCF - Point Coordination Function), we are inter-
ested in using the commonly available access method (DCF
- Distributed Coordination Function) that is oriented to-
wards fair sharing of the common communication channel.
In this way, we just use 802.11 as any other available link
for transferring IP packets. Our approach to providing QoS
in such an environment is to extend the Di�Serv model to
wireless access networks so that we can provide consistent
IP level quality of service to mobile hosts.
In the rest of the paper, we describe how the di�eren-

tiated services model can be extended to a wireless LAN
so that mobile hosts can bene�t from di�erentiated perfor-
mance classes in a similar way to wired networks. Providing
QoS support in a wireless environment is not easy mainly
because of the varying performance of the radio channel and
the channel access method that shares the channel equally
between all hosts. Our approach is based on controlling sev-
eral parameters of the wireless LAN cell: the limited geo-
graphical span to ensure the same high bit rate for all hosts,
the constrained rate of tra�c sources to limit the use of the
channel in function of the required QoS, and the limited
number of active hosts to keep the load su�ciently low.



Another issue concerns mobility management that should
be coupled with QoS management. As we propose to man-
age QoS at IP level, we have also chosen to manage mobility
at the same level. For such mechanisms to be e�cient, we
need an e�cient mobility management scheme optimized for
QoS. We propose to limit the scope of mobility management
to the local case and make it e�cient enough so that we
can couple it with QoS management. This approach follows
recent work on micro-mobility whose rationale comes from
the observation that most of the mobility is limited to lo-
cal areas, exceptional global movements can be dealt with
as nomadicity by acquiring new addresses. Integration of
mobility management with QoS makes it possible to take
into account a richer set of parameters to initiate hand-o�s.
For example, the decision to switch to another cell can be
made not only based on the signal to noise ratio, but also
on the current load in a cell, the level of available resources,
the state of pre-reservations, and on some administrative
policies. We use a micro-mobility scheme implemented in
the IPv6 layer with fast hand-o�s between adjacent cells.
Micro-mobility avoids address translation, tra�c tunneling,
and enables fast hand-o�s. Coupled with the QoS manage-
ment, it contributes to the overall end-to-end performance.
We start by analyzing 802.11 characteristics (Section 2),

then we discuss the related work (Section 3) and we present
the hierarchical QoS architecture that provides di�erenti-
ated services to mobile hosts in a wireless environment (Sec-
tion 4). We also present the micro-mobility scheme inte-
grated with QoS management (Section 5). Furthermore, we
give details of implementation and experiments that show
how we achieve di�erentiation of services over the 802.11
wireless LAN (Section 6). Finally, we give some conclusions
(Section 7).

2. QUALITY OF SERVICE IN IEEE 802.11B
NETWORKS

Our goal is to provide appropriate quality of service mech-
anisms closely integrated with �exible mobility management
in wireless local area networks. A wireless LAN environment
has speci�c characteristics that make it di�cult to provide
adequate quality of service. As we want to provide QoS at
IP level using the DCF function of 802.11, we need to an-
alyze the characteristics of the 802.11 MAC layer from the
performance point of view.
First of all, the 802.11 MAC layer raises the problem of

the access overhead that increases with the number of ac-
tive hosts. The access method is based on the CSMA/CA
principle in which a host wishing to transmit senses the
channel, waits a period of time (DIFS - Distributed Inter
Frame Space) then transmits if the medium is still free. If
the packet is received correctly, the receiving host sends an
ACK frame after another period of time (SIFS - Short In-
ter Frame Space). If the ACK frame is not received by the
sending host, a collision is assumed to have occurred and
the data packet is transmitted again after waiting another
random amount of time.
If a single host transmits a data frame, the transmission

time will be the following (we suppose 802.11b with the bit
rate of 11 Mb/s [2] and we neglect propagation times; this
analysis follows [7, 20, 4]):

Tsingle = tpr + ttr + SIFS +ACK +DIFS (1)

where tpr is the preamble time (144 �s), ttr is the frame
transmission time (size/bit rate), SIFS= 10�s, ACK is the
ACK transmission time (210 �s), and DIFS= 30�s. If we
assume the frame size of 1500 bytes of data (data frame of
total 1534 bytes), proportion r of the useful bandwidth in
this case will be:

r =
ttr

Tsingle
=

1:11ms

1:51ms
= 0:735 (2)

So, a single host sending over a 11 Mb/s radio channel
will have the useful bandwidth of 8.08 Mb/s.
If there are multiple hosts attempting to access the chan-

nel, one host may sense busy channel or collide with the
transmission of another host. In such cases, the host exe-
cutes the exponential backo� algorithms to wait a random
interval distributed uniformly between [0; CW � 1] � slot,
CWmin = 32, CWmax = 1024, and slot = 20�s (these pa-
rameters are for the direct sequence spread spectrum phys-
ical layer). Each time the host chooses a slot and happens
to collide, it will double CW up to CWmax. So if there are
m hosts, the e�ciency degrades because of collisions

Tmultiple(m) = tpr + ttr + SIFS +ACK +DIFS +wCW(m)
(3)

where wCW(m) is the mean length of the contention win-
dow for m hosts. This means that the proportion of the
maximum bandwidth will also depend on the number of
hosts:

r(m) = ttr=Tmultiple(m) (4)

For example, if we assume 1500 bytes of data and one col-
lision on the average, i.e. wCW(m) = 0:31ms, the e�ciency
decreases to 0:61, and the useful bandwidth to 6.71 Mb/s.
So, if we want to manage bandwidth allocations, we have
to take into account the fact that the available bandwidth
of the 802.11 link depends strongly on the number of active
hosts and their tra�c.
Fact 1. To provide quality of service over the 802.11

link, the number of hosts allowed to use the channel should
be limited.
Another problem of 802.11 is related to the performance

of the radio channel that is time and location dependent due
to factors such as the distance between the source and the
destination, signal interference and fading. Some wireless
LANs make use of di�erent modulation and error control
techniques so that these factors manifest themselves as vari-
ation in bandwidth perceived at the network layer. However,
the most popular 802.11 products do not provide such a sup-
port. Instead, they are able to degrade the bit rate when
repeated frame drops are detected (e.g. WaveLAN can de-
grade from 11 Mb/s to 5.5, 2, or 1 Mb/s). However, as the
channel access probability is equal for all hosts, hosts that
send at low rates penalize hosts that use the high rate. The
table below shows the measured performance of a 802.11b
WLAN with two hosts that use di�erent rates (the through-
put is measured at the TCP layer). We can see that the low
rate host penalizes the high rate host and both hosts obtain
a small proportion of the nominal bandwidth.
This means that if we want to provide a satisfactory QoS

behavior, we have to restrict the usage of the 802.11 link to



Table 1: 802.11b performance, hosts of di�erent rate

host rates measured throughput

11 Mb/s, 11 Mb/s 5.5 Mb/s
11 Mb/s, 1 Mb/s 0.84 Mb/s

an area in which all hosts can send at the same high rate,
e.g. 11 Mb/s.
Fact 2. To provide quality of service over the 802.11

link, the geographical area in which mobile hosts communi-
cate should be limited so that all hosts use the same high bit
rate.
The access method (CSMA/CA) of 802.11 is designed to

provide mobile hosts with a fair share of the radio channel
capacity. If we want to provide di�erent performance behav-
ior to tra�c sources at mobile hosts, we need to constrain
them in a con�gurable way so that sources of low priority
bene�t from di�erent resource allocations than high priority
ones. For example, we can use tra�c shapers to constrain
sources at mobile hosts and keep in this way the aggregated
tra�c lower than the available link capacity.
Fact 3. To provide quality of service over the 802.11 link,

tra�c sources should be constrained by con�guring tra�c
shapers in hosts to obtain desired QoS e�ects.
In addition to that, QoS management should be reactive

enough to adapt to varying conditions in a cell such as start-
ing or terminating a tra�c source, arrival or departure of a
host in/from a cell. Based on performance conditions in a
cell and in its neighbors we can also make proper decisions
on whether a mobile host should hand-o� to adjacent cells
or not.

3. RELATED WORK
The problem of providing quality of service in IP net-

works has received considerable attention. However, sup-
porting QoS over wireless links and integrating QoS mech-
anisms with mobility is still an open problem addressed by
the IETF community [14]. Recent surveys analyze di�erent
issues and identify research directions [9, 10]. Our analysis
follows their conclusions and applies them to the problem of
providing QoS for the Wireless Internet based on the Di�-
Serv architecture. Several authors have investigated a com-
pletely di�erent approach to QoS di�erentiation in 802.11
networks by extending or modifying the MAC layer [3, 1].
However, these solutions cannot apply to the networks that
use current 802.11 products.
The traditional approach to mobility based on Mobile IP

provides a solution to global mobility [16, 17], however it
does not take into account QoS requirements. In fact, Home
Agents and Foreign Agents allows the delivery of tra�c to
a mobile host by using indirection and tunneling in both
cases: limited local movements between adjacent wireless
cells and global world-wide mobility. Triangular routing,
address translation, and complex interaction between agents
make Mobile IP unsuitable for integration with quality of
service support in a wireless LAN environment [10, 11, 15].
Our mobility management scheme is similar to those stud-

ied in the HAWAII project [18]. HAWAII proposes four
schemes: MSF, SSF, UNF, and MNF. In MSF, hand-o�
is initiated via the old base station and results in transient
loops, whereas SSF requires more descriptive routing tables.
UNF and MNF rely on the capacity of the mobile host to

communicate with both base stations: the old and the new
one. When a mobile host hand-o�s into a new cell, rout-
ing tables in routers involved in the movement are modi�ed
starting from the new base station. The HAWAII mobility
schemes have been only validated by simulation and they
do not provide any speci�c QoS support. If integrated with
QoS management, the schemes allow the mobile host to start
using resources in the target cell without any admission con-
trol.
Cellular IP is another approach for handling micro-mobili-

ty [8, 19]. However, it requires specialized routers in a local
domain and its functioning relies on a gateway acting as
a Mobile IP Foreign Agent. The gateway is a critical ele-
ment on which depends the reliability of the whole domain.
Moreover, Cellular IP only supports best e�ort tra�c.
Our signaling protocol described later is inspired by In-

signia that de�nes a IP-based QoS framework for mobile ad-
hoc networks [13]. Insignia is based on in-band signaling and
soft-state resource management to support highly dynamic
environments with time varying network topology, node con-
nectivity, and end-to-end QoS. Its simple QoS model is based
on providing mobile hosts with adaptive services: the alloca-
tion of a minimum bandwidth and the possibility to enhance
to some maximum bandwidth.

4. HIERARCHICAL QOS ARCHITECTURE
Based on the analysis of the 802.11 wireless link, we can

address the issue of the QoS architecture for such access net-
works. What kind of a QoS model can we provide over a
wireless LAN link? Current approaches to IP quality of ser-
vice include the IntServ [6] and Di�Serv architectures. The
IntServ architecture de�nes mechanisms for per-�ow QoS
management and provides tight performance guarantees for
high priority �ows. It uses RSVP as signaling protocol.
Unlike the IntServ model, the Di�Serv architecture de�nes
aggregated behavior for a limited number of performance
classes for which only statistical di�erentiation is provided.
Di�Serv does not require any signaling protocol, resource
allocation being de�ned statically by means of SLA (Service
Level Agreements) between administrative domains.
Although it would be possible to build QoS support for

wireless access networks based on the IntServ architecture,
we think that Di�Serv is a better candidate for several rea-
sons. First, the characteristics of the wireless LAN environ-
ment preclude any tight bounds on performance measures,
for example it would be useless to reserve su�cient resources
via RSVP to guarantee a worst case delay for a high priority
�ow, if we cannot guarantee the delay on the wireless link.
Instead, we think that a QoS model that does not de�ne any
absolute guarantee and only proposes a statistical di�erenti-
ation �ts better (this point of view is also shared by several
participants of the IAB Wireless Internetworking Workshop
[14]). Furthermore, using RSVP as a signaling protocol rises
several issues including signaling overhead and setup delays
on roaming events [14]. Finally, as Di�Serv will be deployed
in the global wired Internet, extending Di�Serv to wireless
access networks will provide consistent end-to-end QoS be-
havior without the need for mapping between QoS classes
of di�erent models.
So, we propose to build the QoS architecture for wireless

access networks on the Di�Serv model and use basic mecha-
nisms of Di�Serv such as tra�c shapers to constrain sources
at mobile hosts. We brie�y describe the architecture of Di�-
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Serv and the implementation that we use for providing QoS
to mobile hosts.

4.1 Differentiated Services
The architecture of Di�Serv distinguishes two parts: the

core network composed of one or several ISPs, packet for-
warding done by core routers and the access network con-
necting end hosts to an edge router (cf. Figure 1). Perfor-
mance agreements between di�erent administrative domains
(SLA - Service Level Agreements) allow to statically reserve
su�cient resources to support statistical performance guar-
antees of di�erent tra�c classes. Core routers forward pack-
ets according to di�erent BA (Behavior Aggregates)�QoS
classes that group �ows of similar properties. Performance
perceived by each class depends on the type of processing at
core routers speci�ed in a PHB (Per Hop Behavior). Edge
routers perform classi�cation of the incoming tra�c and
marking according to application types, source and desti-
nation addresses or ports or other criteria. Incoming tra�c
is checked against a TCA (Tra�c Conditioning Agreement),
a pro�le of the tra�c de�ned in the SLA. Tra�c exceeding
a given TCA can be dropped, marked as out of pro�le, or
marked with a lower priority class.
We use an implementation of the Di�Serv edge and core

router functions developed in a Next Generation Internet
project [12]. It is based on an IPv6 stack and has slightly
di�erent properties than those proposed by IETF. The dif-
ferentiated services de�ne three classes:

� EF (Expedited Forwarding). It provides �ows with
small delay and jitter as well as with low packet drop
rate that is suitable for interactive real-time applica-
tions. To achieve such performance, EF packets have
higher priority than other classes. EF �ows are rate
envelope multiplexed: waiting probability of EF pack-
ets is kept low by controlling the number of admitted
�ows based on their peak rate and by providing enough
resources (link capacity).

� AF (Assured Forwarding). It de�nes a QoS class for
elastic �ows that do not have the strict requirements
of EF �ows, but need a minimum bandwidth. If the
network is not congested, AF �ows may obtain more
bandwidth. To avoid confusion, we de�ne only one
AF class instead of four in Di�Serv and two spatial
priorities (drop probability thresholds) instead of three
in Di�Serv.

� BE (Best E�ort). This class which exists in the current

Internet does not provide any QoS guarantee.

The edge router functions are presented in Figure 2. In-
coming packets are classi�ed and marked with a DSCP (Dif-
ferentiated Services Codepoint). TCA speci�es rules for clas-
si�cation and metering. Shaping of the EF class is done by
a FIFO queue with a small size. Some bursts can be tol-
erated however packets arriving when the queue is full are
dropped. Packets leave the queue according to a given peak
rate. The TCA for the AF class contains a token bucket that
de�nes the mean rate and burst tolerance. Tra�c exceeding
the rate is marked as out of pro�le and can be eliminated
by core routers in case of congestion. The BE class is not
controlled at all.
The architecture of the core router is presented in Figure

3. It is composed of three queues for each class of the tra�c.
The EF class has a static priority higher than AF and BE.
The AF and BE classes are scheduled according to a variant
of WFQ (Weighted Fair Queueing): WF2Q+ (Worst-case
Fair Weighted Fair Queueing) [21]. The proportion of the
bandwidth allocated to the AF and BE classes is con�g-
urable, for example 60% and 40%. We use a tail-drop policy
for the EF and BE queues: a packet is dropped when the
queue is full. Conformant and non-conformant packets of
the AF class are subject to the PBS (Partial Bu�er Shar-
ing) policy: only conformant packets are accepted when the
queue size is greater than a given threshold. In this way, all
AF packets may bene�t from available resources, however in
case of congestion only conformant packets will be allowed
in the network. The output tra�c is limited by a token
bucket to �t the rate of the output link. Note that the EF
class bene�ts from a �xed part of the available bandwidth
and the AF and BE classes share the bandwidth not used
by EF �ows.
Our goal is to extend the Di�Serv model to a wireless en-

vironment so that we can provide consistent IP level quality
of service to mobile hosts (cf. Figure 1). The implementa-
tion of Di�Serv gives us a set of mechanisms that we can
use for managing quality of service in a wireless LAN envi-
ronment: classi�cation and marking, packet scheduling and
tra�c shaping.
The main di�erence between using Di�Serv in such an en-

vironment and in wired networks is that performance con-
ditions in a wireless LAN change fast when mobile hosts ar-
rive in a cell or the users activate applications. This means
that the manager of QoS has to keep track of the current
QoS requests of each mobile host and dynamically con�gure
scheduling mechanisms and tra�c shapers in all hosts of a
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cell. Moreover, admission control should be done based on
the current state of resources in a cell, for example a hand-
o� to a given cell can be denied if there are no su�cient
resources to satisfy the moving mobile host. Furthermore,
the QoS management should be tightly coupled with mobil-
ity management so that the overall end-to-end performance
perceived by mobile hosts be acceptable for each QoS class.
We assume that the wireless access network is composed of

several wireless LAN cells. Interconnection of cells is done
at the IP level so that mobility between cells is managed
at the network layer. The reason for this is that the QoS
management should be tightly coupled with mobility man-
agement. As the former is done at the IP level, we have
to manage mobility also at the IP level. Since mobility is
basically a routing problem, IP seems to be the right level
to deal with local mobility.
Figure 4 shows the elements of our architecture. Each

wireless cell is managed by an Access Router that forwards
packets between mobile hosts in a cell and connects it to an
Edge Router via a wired over-provisioned LAN. All mobile
hosts and Access Routers are provided with the Di�Serv
mechanisms (the edge and core router functions) so that
tra�c sources are controlled in function of varying condi-
tions of a cell: parameters of tra�c shapers and bandwidth
allocations for QoS classes can be adjusted to provide re-
quested performance behavior.
The proposed QoS architecture is hierarchical because

we can identify two time scales and two levels of manage-
ment: intra-cell management and inter-cell management.
We can observe that the state of a wireless cell can change
rapidly. For example, available resources may decrease due
to a movement of a mobile host or after launching a new
application. The �rst level of QoS management (intra-cell
management) is thus local to one cell and performed by the
Access Router that manages fast changing local situations.

DiffServ mechanisms

Edge Router

Access Router Access Router

DiffServ mechanisms

2.QOS_CONFIG

3.QOS_CONFIG

0.QOS_POLICY

wireless channel

1.QOS_REQUEST

Mobile Host Mobile Host

Figure 4: Hierarchical QoS architecture.

Mobile hosts inform the Access Router on the required band-
width and the Access Router in turn con�gure their QoS
mechanisms.
The second level (inter-cell management) concerns a set of

wireless cells connected to an Edge Router. At this level, the
conditions change slowly, for example when some resources
should be reserved on a given path over several cells or we
want to change admission control rules. This global man-
agement is done by the Edge Router that �xes long term
policies for Access Routers.

4.2 Local QoS management
We assume that hosts within a cell communicate using

a MAC layer such as IEEE 802.11. As we have seen, to
provide quality of service we should constrain the IP tra�c
of di�erent classes sent over the link. However, the available
bandwidth of the link depends on the number of active hosts
in a cell and on the aggregated tra�c of each class. So, the
Access Router in charge of QoS management in a cell should
be informed about the bandwidth required by each mobile
host, keep track of the number of host, and con�gure the
parameters of the Di�Serv mechanisms to obtain desired
behavior.

4.2.1 Bandwidth allocation
The QoS allocation problem can be stated as follows:

given available bit rate capacity C and xi;class , tra�c rate
of class EF;AF;BE requested by source i, �nd proportions
rEF; rAF and rBE of the bandwidth to be allocated to each
respective class:

xEF =
P

xi;EF � rEF r(m) C
xAF =

P
xi;AF � rAF r(m) C

xBE =
P

xi;BE � rBE r(m) C
rEF + rAF + rBE = 1� �

(5)

where � accounts for overprovisionning of the allocation
and r(m) is the proportion of the e�ective bandwidth if m
hosts are active.
To perform bandwidth allocation, we have measured the

proportion of the useful bandwidth in function of the tra�c
load and the number of hosts in the 802.11b wireless LAN.
Figure 5 presents the useful bandwidth for two and three
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competing hosts. Based on these statistics we can con�gure
the Di�Serv mechanisms of EF, AF and BE classes to limit
their aggregated output rate to rEF r(m) C, rAF r(m) C,
and rEF r(m) C, respectively.
Bandwidth allocation follows the soft-state principle. The

Access Router interprets requests for QoS allocation (QOS_RE-
QUEST) and satis�es them if possible by appropriate con�gu-
ration of Di�Servmechanisms (QOS_CONFIG). The QoS man-
agement module in the mobile host con�gures the output
rate of the EF and AF/BE classes and �xes the proportion
between the AF and BE classes. The con�guration may
concern only a given mobile host and the Access Router or
even all mobile hosts in a cell, for example if a new request
requires the modi�cation of the QoS parameters in all hosts.
An allocation is given for a time interval and when a mobile
host stops sending packets, its allocation is canceled after
the interval.

4.3 Global QoS management
The Edge Router acts as a global QoS manager for Access

Routers managing cells. It sets policies to be followed by
Access Routers such as admission control and reservation of
resources (QOS_POLICY). For example, we can imagine that
a priority mobile host reserves su�cient resources in cells
on a given path. In this case, we can con�gure the Di�-
Serv mechanisms in the mobile hosts in the cell to limit the
current AF/BE tra�c. When the mobile hando�s to the
next cell, it bene�ts from the part of the already allocated
bandwidth. We propose the following rules for reservations:

1. reserve a given bandwidth in all cells,

2. reserve a given bandwidth in the cells on a given path,

3. reserve a given bandwidth in the cells on a frequent
mobility path (found from mobility observation),

4. reserve a given bandwidth in the neighbor cells,

5. reserve a given bandwidth in one cell.

Rule 4 is the default rule for the EF tra�c. The AF
class has lower performance requirements, so rule 5 will be
its default rule. Based on the current state of reservations,
the Edge Router may adapt policies that �x the number of
admitted hosts in a cell, however, Access Routers do not
reject �ows of mobile hosts already accepted in a cell.

4.4 QoS signaling
Managing QoS as well as mobility (described in the next

section) requires information exchange at the IPv6 level be-
tween all elements of our architecture: mobile hosts, Access
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Routers, and the Edge Router. Figure 6 shows the protocol
structure of a mobile host. An Access Router has a simi-
lar structure, but without the Tra�c Pro�le Con�guration.
The IPv6 stack includes two modules: QoS and mobility
management, and Di�Serv mechanisms. Mapping between
a FlowId used by an application and a required tra�c pro�le
is de�ned in a con�guration table, e.g. the administrator can
specify that a real-time multimedia application that uses a
given FlowId requires 64 Kb/s bandwidth allocated to the
EF class. The table is used to con�gure the classi�cation
mechanism of Di�Serv. Cooperation between the manage-
ment modules is done by means of a signaling protocol that
either uses data packets for communication (in-band signal-
ing) or generates ICMP control packets (out-of-band signal-
ing). The in-band approach allows to take into account fast
changing situations in a wireless cell. The signaling infor-
mation has the format presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Signaling protocol format
command parameters
QOS_REQUEST bandwidth in 64 Kb/s units
QOS_CONFIG EF rate, AF/BE rate, AF weight
QOS_POLICY bandwidth in 64 Kb/s units, tra�c class,

source address, policy type
HO_REQUEST target AR, current QoS allocations
HO_ACK source AR, host route
HO_DENY source AR

In-band signaling consists of inserting commands into data
packets transmitted between a mobile host and an Access
Router. Two solutions are possible: for short commands
such as QOS_REQUEST, we can encode this information into
a part of the IPv6 Flow Label �eld (note that the use of
the Flow Label �eld is restricted only to a local access net-
work, this information is taken away from the packets sent
to the core network). The rest of the �eld is still used for
a �ow identi�er to distinguish between �ows. Another so-
lution uses header extensions to hold the signaling informa-
tion.
If there is no data tra�c, we need another way of signal-

ing. We propose to de�ne a new type of ICMPv6 to contain
signaling commands. This solution is also required if a sig-
naling command should be sent to a remote entity, which is
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the case for example of the hand-o� request.

5. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR FAST
HAND-OFFS

As we have stated before, one of the design requirements
for our mobility management scheme was its integration
with QoS support. Fast hand-o�s can only be achieved when
a mobile host keeps its IP address when moving to another
cell, routes in the wired backbone being updated to re�ect
the new location of the host. Careful preparation of the new
route in advance makes it possible to avoid lost packets and
reduces the hand-o� delay.
We describe below the operation of our mobility manage-

ment protocol during a hand-o� (cf. Figure 7 in which the
topology is simple�there is no intermediate routers between
access routers and the cross-over router, the Edge Router).

� Hand-o� initiation. At some instant the mobile host
decides to move to another cell. This decision can
be based on some standard parameters such as the
signal to noise ratio or it can take into account QoS
parameters: the load or the number of hosts in the
current and in the adjacent cell. We assume that mo-
bile hosts can set the roaming mode on 802.11 cards
to receive beacons from neighbor cells which allows to
measure the signal to noise ratio. When the decision
to move is taken, the mobile host sends a hand-o�
request (HO_REQ) to the target Access Router (AR2)
via its current Access Router (AR1) to setup a new
route (step 1). The request contains the address of
the Access Router of the target cell and the demand
for bandwidth allocation.

� Hand-o� request propagation. The current Access Rout-
er (AR1) propagates the hand-o� request to the tar-
get Access Router (AR2) that checks whether the re-
quest can be satis�ed or not. For example, if there are
not enough resources, the hand-o� may be denied. To
avoid such a situation, which may severely a�ect QoS
performance, Access Routers can pre-reserve resources
in adjacent cells according to set up policies.

� Hand-o� granted. If the hand-o� request is accepted,
the target router modi�es its routing table by inserting
a host route for the mobile host. The request is ac-
knowledged to the mobile host (HO_ACK) via the cross-
over router and the current Access Router (AR1) (step
2).

� New route setup. After accepting the mobile host, the
target Access Router (AR2) relays the acknowledge-
ment containing the new host route that should be set
up in all routers in the wired backbone up to the cross-
over router (step 3). All routers update their routing
tables by inserting a host route that goes via the tar-
get Access Router (AR2) to re�ect the new location
of the mobile host. At this instant, the tra�c from
hosts behind the Edge Router can be forwarded to the
target cell using the new route.

� Old route deletion. The cross-over router forwards the
acknowledgement to all routers on the old route to the
previous Access Router (step 4). The routers changes
the old route in the routing tables. At this instant, the
tra�c from the previous cell can be forwarded to the
target cell using the new route.

� End of hand-o�. When receiving the acknowledgement
the mobile host changes its routing table by specifying
the target Access Router (AR2) as its default router
and changes the channel to be used in the target cell.
At this instant, the mobile host is able to communicate
with mobiles in the target cell.

5.1 Discussion
Our mobility management scheme is similar to those stud-

ied in the HAWAII project [18]. At the beginning, we con-
sidered the UNF scheme, however it does not take into ac-
count the QoS management�before using a cell, the new
Access Router has to check whether the QoS requirements
of the mobile host can be satis�ed or not. So, in our mobility
scheme, we initiate a hand-o� by contacting the current Ac-
cess Router before using any resource of the target cell. The
mobile host changes its routes and starts using the target
cell after the target Access Router has granted permission.
This means that there are enough resources to satisfy the
QoS requirements of the mobile host.
The order of route updates prevents transient routing

loops or the creation of multiple tra�c streams during hand-
o� similarly to the HAWAII UNF and MNF schemes [18]. As
the route updates are done before the mobile host changes
the transmission channel, it receives all packets along the
old route.
Moreover, the scheme is optimized so that the tra�c can

be delivered as soon as possible to the new location: after the
�rst route setup at the target Access Router (AR2), some
part of the tra�c to the mobile host can be already delivered;
after step 3 and 4, the rest of the tra�c is rerouted to the
new location. There is however a caveat in this scheme:
packets going along the new route can be sent by the target
Access Router before the mobile host changes channels and
is able to receive them. This may only happen during a
short period between the instant of the route update and the
beginning of the communication in the target cell. We are
currently investigating how the Access Router can prevent
losses.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIENCE
We have implemented the Di�Serv mechanisms and the

mobility management scheme on FreeBSD 3.2 notebooks
that use a shared 11 Mb/s 802.11b wireless link. However,
in the current prototype they are not yet integrated. The
Di�Serv mechanisms are implemented in the IPv6 stack so
we were able to measure performance of service di�erenti-
ation presented below. We are currently working on the
implementation of signaling protocols and the integration
with mobility management.
The hand-o� protocol has been prototyped in IPv4 over

WaveLAN cards in the ad-hoc mode, which is the only mode
that allowed to obtain signal to noise measurements in neigh-
bor cells. However, this mode does not allow changing chan-
nels so that our neighbor cells have to use the same com-
munication channel. Due to this limitation, the prototyped
hand-o� protocol was simpler, because the mobile host could
listen to neighbor Access Routers simultaneously: when the
target Access Router accepts a hand-o�, it propagates the
route update to the cross-over router and sends the acknowl-
edgment to the mobile host directly. The hand-o� protocol
was implemented in user space using UDP. Deamons execut-
ing on routers wait for hand-o� messages and perform route
updates as requested. Note that contrary to the scheme
described in Section 5, there are no lost packets during the
hand-o�, since the mobile host uses the same channel in both
cells. Obviously, this mode of operation is not desirable in
general, because we want to provide su�cient bandwidth
to QoS enabled applications. The hand-o� measurements
reported below have been taken in this con�guration.

6.1 Measured performance
We have measured performance of service di�erentiation

in the following experiment (see Figure 8). A mobile host
has two tra�c sources: an UDP source generating a priority
EF tra�c of rate 300 Kb/s with short 50 Bytes packets (a
simple request-response test application) and a TCP source
generating an elastic BE tra�c (netperf tool for measuring
useful bandwidth with 1KB packets). In the �rst exper-
iment, the QoS control mechanisms are inactive. Figure 9
presents the bandwidth obtained by the BE source measured
at the application layer. The BE class is in competition with
the EF class and gains most of the available bandwidth�
we can see that its bandwidth stays around 5 Mb/s. We
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also show the round trip delay (RTT) of the EF class. Until
SeqNum = 100 the EF class is in competition with the greedy
BE class. We can observe that the EF class is severely dis-
turbed by the BE class, because both classes are scheduled
according to the FIFO policy. At SeqNum = 100, the BE
source stops sending, so that the RTT of the EF class be-
comes shorter, around 2.5 ms, and much more predictable.
The second experiment tests the isolation of both classes

by means of the Di�Serv control mechanisms. The output
tra�c shaper limits the bandwidth of the BE class to 2.4
Mb/s. Figure 11 shows the bandwidth obtained by the BE
source, which is e�ectively maintained around 2.4 Mb/s. It
can also be seen that the RTT of the EF class is much less
disturbed by the BE class. It is still greater than 2.5 ms,
because of the competition with the BE class (the prior-
ity policy is not preemptive and an EF packet may wait
an interval corresponding to the residual waiting time). As
previously, the BE source stops sending in the middle of the
observation (SeqNum = 130). These measures show that it
is possible to isolate di�erent QoS classes and obtain satis-
factory performance.
We have also measured the performance of the hand-o�

between two overlapping cells that use the same commu-
nication channel. The measurements only include the cost
of mobility management and they do not account for QoS
resource allocation nor for con�guration of Di�Serv mech-
anisms. The mean hand-o� latency is of the order of 5 ms
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which is fairly low compared to the performance of Mobile
IP [11, 15].

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Wireless local area networks provide many advantages

compared to the proposed wide area global mobility solu-
tions such as UMTS. We believe that their increasing de-
ployment will create a basis for the high performance Wire-
less Mobile Internet. The only missing functionality is the
support for quality of service and mobility.
Currently there are several di�erent proposals for han-

dling mobility in IP networks as well as for providing better
than Best E�ort QoS. However, they present separated ef-
forts in both domains. In this paper, we have proposed
a contribution towards the integrated management of QoS
and mobility based on a hierarchical architecture. Our �rst
results show that we are able to provide substantially bet-
ter performance to the priority tra�c, isolate di�erent QoS
classes, and manage mobility e�ciently.
In the future we plan to use the autocon�guration and

multihoming features of IPv6 to limit the use of host routes.
We are also working on a session layer approach to mobility
so that active TCP and UDP �ows can migrate in a seamless
way.
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